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	  What are the best clothes for the gym?

	  

  
  
    
        If you’re looking for lightweight and breathable clothing for the gym, you’ve landed in the right place.


Fitness isn’t a one-size fits all thing. And that’s why it’s our mission to design and develop something for everybody. Whether you're into weightlifting, cardio, yoga, or any other form of exercise, you’ll find gym clothing designed to keep up with you. 


Let’s talk Tempo. It's all about providing you with affordable basics that deliver on performance and comfort. These pieces are designed to be lightweight and breathable, so you can stay cool and focused during your gym sessions.


Discover Adapt, activewear that elevates your performance. With cutting-edge designs and premium materials, we've created gear to take you to new heights. Crafted with bespoke fabrics, moisture-wicking tech, and strategic ventilation for ultimate comfort — unlocking your full potential.


    

  




	
		


  
	  What are the best fabrics to wear when working out?

	  

  
  
    
        When it comes down to the ‘best’ fabric to wear when working out, there’s no right or wrong answer. Choosing the right fabric is down to personal preference. Fabrics are carefully chosen to suit different workouts. 


That said, it's worth trying out different fabric types to discover what works best for you. Everyone’s unique, and what feels great for one person may not be the same for another. 


Some might prefer lightweight and breathable fabrics made with moisture-wicking materials like polyester and polyester blends like our Training collection, which help keep you cool and dry during intense workouts. Others might lean towards more stretchy and flexible fabrics that give you freedom of movement.


    

  




	
		


  
	  Why is it important to wear gym clothes?

	  

  
  
    
        When it comes to working out, wearing gym clothes is genuinely important for your performance. Activewear’s designed to be put to the test, unlike normal garments. 
Whether it’s dealing with sweat, movement, support or comfort, gym clothes are made specifically to make sure your sessions are as distraction-free as possible. Everyday clothing is made with style in mind, rather than functional features, so they simply won’t be as comfortable and supportive as gym wear.



    

  




	
		


  
	  Should you wear loose clothes in the gym?

	  

  
  
    
        Wearing loose clothes can come with benefits and drawbacks. A loose fit like Adapt ensures movement’s kept unrestricted and natural. But excess fabric can be distracting for some, with tighter fits like Velocity feeling more compact. 


Finding the right balance between the two would be our recommendation, as there’s no right answer and everyone’s different. Try one session with looser fitting clothes and another with tighter ones, see which ones you prefer. 


    

  




	
		


  
	  What should a beginner wear to the gym?

	  

  
  
    
        If you’re a beginner stuck for what gym clothes you should add to your wardrobe, we have you covered. Tops, shorts, leggings, sports bras, and sweatshirts are core pieces of a workout wardrobe.


Whether it’s our core or seasonal collections, you’ll find styles and designs that suit you. As a new starter, go for comfort during exercise.


Our Men’s Training and Women’s Curve ranges are the ultimate ranges for beginners. Simple, slick designs with functional features, these pieces are the perfect gym clothes to get your fitness journey started off on the right foot.


    

  




	



		
		
	
		
		
			
		
		

		
		
			
		
		

		
		
			







	
		
			




	
	
		






	



	








	

	






	
		
		
			
		
	

	
		
			
				
				
					Guide to Men's Gym Clothing

					
				
				
					Dress for comfort and feel motivated each workout to smash your goals.

				
				
					Follow our guide
				
			
		
	







	


		

	
		
			




	
	
		






	



	








	

	






	
		
		
			
		
	

	
		
			
				
				
					Embracing Every Body Matters

					
				
				
					Feel empowered, learn to love yourself and appreciate your body with inclusive gym wear.

				
				
					Find out more
				
			
		
	







	


		

	
		
			




	
	
		






	



	








	

	






	
		
		
			
		
	

	
		
			
				
				
					Gym Etiquette and Gymtimidation

					
				
				
					Learn the dos and don'ts in the gym and relieving your gym anxiety.

				
				
					Discover here
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